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Foundation Stone Ceremony
Welcome to the Future of Automotive

- The very best minds behind WMG, JLR and TMETC shared a vision

- The National Automotive Innovation Centre will bring this vision to life
2. #COLLABORATION

CULLINANSTUDIO.COM

NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE INNOVATION CENTRE (NAIC)
The £150m project will see academia and industry working side by side in the largest research centre of its kind in Europe
33,000m² of space for engineers, designers and academics to work together
Providing a centre for the world’s finest automotive experts to collaborate on the opportunities in the sector and enable breakthrough technologies.
State-of-the-art facilities include engineering and technology labs and design and simulation space to create innovative automotive solutions.
Teaching facilities to support the education of tomorrow’s engineers, creating a pipeline of people into companies
The Future of Automotive
National Automotive Innovation Centre
Coming 2017